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The Elden Ring is the legendary power of the Elden race. All
mankind is comprised of Elden and the lands of the Elden Ring to
which they belong. The power of the Elden Ring lay dormant in all
men, waiting for a day of legend, when it would be awakened by a
man who was capable of wielding the power of the Elden Ring to
grasp Elden sovereignty. Thus, to become a true Elden Lord, you

must rise from the ashes of your past life and embark upon a
journey, into the Lands Between, to claim your throne as a true
Elden Lord. Game Information • Characters ◆ Character Class
Choose from 3 different classes, each with their own unique

characteristics. The classes are divided into 2 types: ◆ On Foot
You can play by yourself as an On Foot character. On foot

characters are hard-hitting, martial characters who only rely on
their own strength. ◆ On Wings You can play as an On Wings

character. On wing characters are free-moving character that are
faster and more agile than On Foot characters. They use their

agility to navigate while in battle. ◆ Airborne You can play as an
Airborne character. Airborne characters are tanks who can
damage opponents in the air and on the ground with high-
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powered damage attacks. ◆ Character Customization You can
customize the appearance and equipment of your character. The
appearance of a character includes the shape and color of their

body, the color of their hair and clothing, and more. • Equipment
• Items • Skill Cards • Tower ◆ Map A massive open world map
that can be freely explored by your character, and many heart-
pounding dungeons. ◆ New Action RPG Elements ◆ An Action

Game Play that Allows for a Rich Story You can enjoy a thrilling
action RPG experience where the story of other players intersects
with your own story. ◆ 5 Maps in the Single-Player Mode Explore

the vast land of the Elden Ring that you can freely roam around in
the single-player mode. Battle against the hordes of monsters and

monsters! ◆ Online Element You can challenge players all over
the world in battle. You can also communicate with other players
in the game through an online element that allows you to feel the
presence of others. ◆ 5 Unique Partitions within the Field of View
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Features Key:
Rooms with a variety of different statuses

Choose your classes and customize your attributes
A variety of classes to forge your own play style

Vehicles that assist in battles
Up to 16 players in multiplayer

Huge levels with open fields, intricate 3D dungeons, and breathtaking scenery
Vast improvements made after two years of refining

Read the official English version.

Elden Ring is due out for PlayStation 4 and Xbox One in early 2019.
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THE MC2 ARMY STARTS THE A.S.A OF NEW ORIGINAL ACTION GAME. Firaspace, a new action game
developed by our team in Japan, has been released for PlayStation®4. It's a new story of "firaspace"(place)
in the universe and it's the MC2's game's official theatrical trailer. For this teaser trailer, MC2 and its team
have done everything to give you the feeling of one complete movie so please enjoy the trailer, which
contains many exciting scenes.

Firaspace key features:
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Choose your character Skills RISE: Attack, Weapon Attack, Magic Shield
Defense Judgement +END+ Build Your Character The player can freely
modify his or her character’s appearance and inventory. Rise –
Increase the strength of the character by taking the action for a fixed
period of time. Skills with “Rise” that can boost the strength of the
character can be used in combination with other skills. Shield – The
character’s Defense stat increases. If you have high Defense, you will
be less likely to take damage from the enemy. Attack – The character’s
base strength increases. There are four attacks, a normal attack, a
critical hit attack, and three attacks that use the “T” key, for example,
“T1, T3, T4”. With their use, you can perform special attacks that
increase the damage dealt with four times. Defense – The character’s
Defense stat increases. If you have high Defense, you will be less likely
to take damage from the enemy. Judgement – The character’s
Awareness stat increases. It can be used when the character makes a
judgement or in battles. For example, when the character makes a
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judgement on an enemy, in addition to paying attention to its own
direction, it will also determine whether the enemy is high level or low
level. +END+ Change Your Character’s Style You can freely control the
character’s appearance, such as the appearance of the character’s
hair. You can also freely choose your weapons, armor, and magic. Loco
Theme: Loco: Drive the Magic Eye Go away from the tension of the
battle by having the character wear the bright and stylish Loco clothes.
Loco: Battle Axe Show off the character’s high level by wielding a blunt
weapon. Loco: Emblem Use the character’s emblem to show the
strength of the character. Loco: Power Belt Use the character’s belt to
show the strength of the character. Battle Axe Level A blunt weapon
that you can change the appearance of the weapon. There are three
types of weapons, Light, Medium, and Heavy weapons. Depending on
the difference in the strength of the weapon, you can be able to attack
with your character with strength to a different degree. Note: You can

What's new:

 

In addition to the online play, "First Party Games" are also under
development which will launch in the game on May 27th, 2018.
Through the online connection player can play cooperative gameplay
only with other players of the same sex regardless of platform.

Main Features

A fantasy with depth.
Plenty of content- requiring only a one-time purchase-

Encounter creatures and gather rare treasures such
as Bodhi Stones- items that have been unearthed by
players for an extremely low price- to trade.

A vast world with unique environments, such as a
vast dungeon and a forests widely spread in from
the beginning of the game.

In addition to main scenario, players can
experience side quests that relate to the
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main scenario and discover minor story-like
elements.

A wide variety of enemies are present.
Many different party formations
with different tactics and
techniques are present.

Formations that mix in and
match characters within the
same party are allowed.

All parties can directly
communicate with each
other and form into
advantageous battle
formations.

Easy to use.
With a straightforward system and intuitive controls,
players can easily enjoy a unique fantasy RPG
experience.

Cooperative gameplay:
While playing as a duo, you and your partner can
cooperate with each other from a distance.

In contrast to battling in a group, you simply
have to press the fast forward button to quickly
perform cooperative actions such as teleporation
in a solo game.

An online element that supports offline gameplay.
By forming a party, you can directly connect with
other players and play together.

Peaceful games that let you safely enjoy an online
experience.

Though online play can be temporarily paused, it is
impossible to loot items from other players while
paused.
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